Darkness stifles reproduction of surfacedwelling fish
11 May 2011
The study was designed to provide an answer to
why Atlantic mollies - their scientific name is
Poecilia mexicana - living close to each other in
and near a cave in southern Mexico can evolve in
different ways. These population differences are
normally attributed to geographic separation - like
mountain ridges or some other physical barrier - but
no physical barrier exists in or around the cave
where these Atlantic mollies live.

A cave-dwelling Atlantic molly doesn't mind the
darkness, but its surface-dwelling cousins have trouble
reproducing and sustaining life in the dark. Credit:
Rudiger Riesch

In the study, the researchers placed some Atlantic
mollies in cavelike total darkness while others
received a "normal day" of 12 hours of light and 12
hours of darkness.
Most of the cave-dwelling fish of either sex as well
as male surface-dwelling fish performed well in
both light and darkness. Surface-dwelling females,
however, did not breed well or maintain good health
in the darkness.

There's a reason to be afraid of the dark. Fish
accustomed to living near the light of the water's
surface become proverbial "fish out of water" when
they move to dark environments like those found in One explanation for the results, Riesch says, has to
caves, according to a study from North Carolina
do with the amount of resources fish have available
State University.
for reproduction. A fish that has evolved in light has
difficulties navigating and finding food in darkness,
In research published this week in Biology Letters, resulting in reproductive failure.
a Royal Society scientific journal, NC State postdoctoral researcher Rüdiger Riesch and
"Light and dark can completely disrupt life and
colleagues found that Atlantic molly females from reproduction for certain fish, and specific key
regular surface streams have a difficult time
adaptations are necessary to survive in caves,"
adjusting to cavelike conditions. Surface female
Riesch says. "This study may be one answer to
fish had trouble reproducing in the dark conditions, why fish of the same species living side by side can
study results show. In addition, many surfacebe so different."
dwelling females introduced to dark conditions surprisingly, according to the researchers More information: "Speciation in caves:
suffered from high incidents of stress-induced
experimental evidence that permanent darkness
bacterial columnaris disease, or "fin rot," which
promotes reproductive isolation" Rüdiger Riesch, et
causes patchy lesions on the bodies of the fish.
al. Online May 11, 2011, in Biology Letters
"Permanent darkness severely hampers
reproduction in surface-dwelling females," Riesch
says. "But this study also shows that the
successful colonization of a subterranean habitat
must have been a rare event for Atlantic mollies."

Abstract
Divergent selection through biotic factors like
predation or parasitism can promote reproductive
isolation even in the absence of geographical
barriers. On the other hand, evidence for a role of
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adaptation to abiotic factors during ecological
speciation in animals is scant. In particular, the role
played by perpetual darkness in establishing
reproductive isolation in cave animals (troglobites)
remains elusive. We focused on two reproductively
isolated ecotypes (surface- and cave-dwelling) of
the widespread livebearer Poecilia mexicana, and
raised offspring of wild-caught females to sexual
maturity in a 12-month common-garden
experiment. Fish were reared in light or darkness
combined with high- or low-food conditions.
Females, but not males, of the surface ecotype
suffered from almost complete reproductive failure
in darkness, especially in the low-food treatment.
Furthermore, surface fish suffered from a
significantly higher rate of spontaneous, stressrelated infection with bacterial columnaris disease.
This experimental evidence for strong selection by
permanent darkness on non-adapted surfacedwelling animals adds depth to our understanding
of the selective forces establishing and maintaining
reproductive isolation in cave faunas.
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